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Abstract: 

E-learning is the way of smart learning. Mostly to respond an idea, launching a product, seminars, conferences, presentations 

slides or power point presentations is the smart way. It is useful tool to discuss and understand specific topic or subject. PPT’s are 

helpful for summarization of informat ion which contains different sections, subsections, titles, special symbols such as, bullet, 

numbers etc. In this era, lots of softwares are available in the market to create slides for presentations. Softwares availab le in the 

market like, MS-office, Open-office are open source and also user-friendly. Using this software user can create well designed, 

stylish presentation slides, for this user have to go through the main content and he has to work on the summary of it. This 

summary or important data can be later on added in slides . This means that presentation software are helping out user just to 

create presentable designed slides and not helping him to design the content and this is the major problem. Therefore, we bui ld a 

solution for this congestion that can solve the exhaustive dilemma of data finalization and slide creation. Our system works 

automatically to generate the presentation slides from the academic papers. These automatically generated slides as drafts to  

create concrete and final presentation can be used by the end user. This triggers the slide creation process. To build this solution 

Support Vector Regression method (SVR) is proposed to finalize the important sentences by calculating their importance scores . 

Based on the importance score sentences are finalized and given to generate the slides. This system also implements Integer 

Linear Programming (ILP) model to generate the slides. These finalized sentences are used develop data for slide content. In this 

system only text part is considered to design the presentation slides from PDF file. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Presentation using MS-office PPT is the most popular tools 

used to present seminars  in conferences and also in e-learning 

field. In dig ital market there are several tools available to 

create presentation slides. Most popular example to create 

slides is developed by Microsoft known as, MS-Power point 

presentation. Taking an advantage of MS-office product user 

can create slides before their presentation. Generally, 

readymade slides contain alterations during slide design. It is 

useless to fetch contents from specific document [6]. We 

developed a system that automatically generates slides from 

academic papers which having PDF format [2]. Our system 

automatically fetches contents from academic papers i.e. from 

PDF to generated slides of them. Our system mainly 

concentrates on to furnish slide generation process. User can 

use these generated slides as a draft for final presentations. 

While developing our system we focused on text parts of PDF 

as well as important sentences, keywords, phrases  etc. which 

most commonly used in power point presentations [5]. Support 

Vector Regression method (SVR) is used to finalize important 

sentences. To finalize important sentences important score is 

calculated by SVR and then these sentences are depicted in 

slides. Existing techniques does not work efficient against the 

identification of important sentences from paper as document 

summarization would not introduced into them. Integer linear 

programming technique is also used to generate slides 

automatically. It helps for NLP i.e. integer linear 

programming. Newbie also generates automatic slides 

furthermore, automatically generated slides required to write 

key phrases, titles, bulleting etc. 

 

 Our newly designed modules follow the same format 

while creating the draft slides. Tables, images, figures or any 

other graphics is not considered only plan text is entertained in 

our system. As we utilized SVR model for sentence scoring to 

assign important score for sentences present in the academic 

paper. SVR model is trained on the database which is gathered 

from web. Then ILP model used for the processing of natural 

languages creates slide automatically [4]. To test our system 

we gathered large number of dataset i.e. academic papers   and 

used them as raw dataset. While testing our system we strictly 

used academic papers having PDF format. In our system we 

used PDFlib to extract texts from PDF. Pars Cit is another 

software tool that we have used to detect physical structure of 

paragraphs. XML parsing is used to describe xml form of PDF 

which helps to extract data from XML document [6].  

 

Here sentences and features are detected. Using SVR 

model sentence importance score is calculated. This regression 

score is define and using this score candidate sentence is 

selected. Then these candidate statements and sentences are 

fed to the code block which uses these sentences and ILP 

technique to analyze the sentence and phrases and finally 

generates the slides. After that post processing is done in 

which title and content under the title is analyzed and arranges 

it in generated slides. Using the ILP model, system gets the 

candidate phrases and sentences to be included in the slides. 

The titles of slides are set by using the titles of the 

corresponding sections. When system generates slides, it 

regards a phrase and its corresponding sentences as a group. 

The length of the group is defined as the total length of the 
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sentences. Our system analyzed and decides the number of the 

groups placed on one slide according to the length of the 

groups. It place at most two groups on one slide. Our system 

also solves the above optimizat ion problem by using the IBM 

CPLEX optimizer [1]-[8]. After complete arrangement of 

content slides are generated with the help of API prov ided by 

the Microsoft Office [11]. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Yue Hu and Xiao jun Wan [1] suggested PPSGen approach. It 

is a very challenging task used that uses supports vector 

regression (SVR) model. In this large number of useful 

features as well as ILP is used to detect objective functions, 

align key phrases and sentences from the database. PPSGen 

system generates the slides with better quality than baseline 

methods. 

 

 Authors discussed about to generate slide show from 

linguistic remarked documents. This system discovers 

important topics from the documents for creating slide. This 

system used GDA for developing applications. It is based on 

XML and it ’s designed it as compatible with HTML. To c ipher 

the linguistic structure parse tree bracketing is used. For 

ciphering relationship between the current elements ‘rel’ 

attribute is used. 

 SlideSeer technique is designed. It offers different 

views from three versions are of the organized media. The 

system described its major components such as,fine-grained 

alignment and the user interface.  A bootstrapped collection of 

metadata is developed from DBLP as well as CiteSeer. This 

system confess user to easily navigate between different views 

of the resulting organized media pairs. Also this system detects 

the documents offline, alignment, and indexing system and an 

online web user interface. For alignment results ‘nil’ classifier 

is used in this system. 

TF-IDF term weighting as well as query expansion is 

implementated. It is used to generate slides from academic 

papers. Constructing a database of slide/paper pairs helps to 

understand real humans approach. This system searched the 

internet for web pages that consists of workshop proceedings 

like, ‘workshop slide paper’ to construct their database. 

Working with PDF data, a custom XML format represents 

converted logical chunks. Also TF-IDF score is calculated fo r 

each region of the academic paper.  

S. M. A. Masum, M. Ishizuka, et. al. [5] states that, to 

automatically developed parsing as well as revising, 

correlating informat ion collected from the internet after 

accepting the presentation topic from the user or documents. It 

helps to min imize the effort of the presenter and helps to create 

a structured summary of the paper. The system features of 

automatic presentations are, to present the topic understandable 

to the user request, Interactive character agents, Dynamic 

building, Web Search, Filter, Extract, Rank, Summarize and 

Associate Text to Outline. This system utilized Heuristic 

algorithm. 

 

 The documents into XML file format is converted 

[6]. Then they will parse it. It uses original documents for 

extracting information to generate slides. This system 

preprocessed technical document. For encoding structural 

informat ion of the document different markup languages are 

used such as, HTML, XML, etc. This system chooses 

documents that are written in LATEX format as input. This 

system uses LaTeXML as LATEX to XML converter. QueSTS 

Summarizer represents input text in the form of an integrated 

graph (IG).  

 

 QueSTS approach is proposed to capture contextual 

relationships among sentences as input documents. These are 

further presented as integrated graph. Contextual trees (CT 

trees) are generated to integrate the summery of graph. This 

system input is represented as Contextual Graph (CG) and 

CG’s of all documents in the input are combined incrementally 

to form an Integrated Graph (IG) in all the documents.  

 

H. P. Luhn [8] suggested to purchase the document on 

card in which the punctuation marks are not available rather 

they are replaced by key-punch characters. Thus these cards 

produced machine-readable documents. In this paper authors 

were p roposed auto-abstracts. This is prepared by punching the 

documents on cards. In Punctuation marks in the printed text 

were replaced by other key-punch characters. The cards thus 

produced constitute the machine-readable fo rm of the 

document. Establishing a set of significant words for 

measuring word significance frequency is based on the fact 

that a writer. To detect their implications auto-abstracts are 

generally available to the user and also to learn how to 

interpret the documents. 

 

H. P. Edmundson[9]proposed an approach in which 

documents are automatically ext racted for screening purpose. 

It compiles the parameter required for dictionary and setting of 

the control parameters. To make the programs more efficient 

Reprogramming is used. Reprogramming firstly, inputting the 

text. In this chemical and mathematical symbols in machine 

form automat ically captured. After that, in this method 

automatic extracts is needed to increase their speed, simplicity, 

and discrimination  

 

Abu-Jbara and D. Radev [10] introduced citation-

based summarization approach for scientific papers to 

produced readable summarization. This approach filter out the 

irrelevant sentences, extracts the set of sentences that are 

representative and finally refined them to improve readability. 

In this paper, author name the sentence that contains an 

explicit reference to other paper citation sentence. It is 

important task to highlight the most important aspects of the 

cited paper. Coherence and readability aspects of the problem 

are considered in this system.  

 

V. Qvinian, D. Radev, S.Mohammad, B. J. Dorr, et al 

[11] proposed C-LexRank, a graph-based summarization 

model. Th is model automatically summarized 30 single 

scientific art icles selected from 6 different topics in the ACL 

Anthology Network (AAN). Th is system uses question 

answering and parsing dependency papers extractive 

summarization. Bib liometric link mining is used for the 

integration of citations and summarization. Number of papers 

technical papers are used to compare abstract and citations. 

This system proposed C-LexRank to produce summary of 

papers. 

 

V. Qazv inian and D. R. Radev [12], suggested to identify 

background details of scientific journal papers. 

Then Markov Random Field detects the patterns to create 

contextual data and utilized a Belief Propagation mechanism. 

It uses MRF strategy. This paper focused on citations which 

includes specific information. 
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The proposed model in this paper is based on the 

probabilistic in ference of the random variab les with help of 

graphical models. Before Information fetching author’s uses 

GUI models which contains ‘n’ number of atttributes and 

related techniques. 

 

V. Qazv inian and D. R. Radev[13] proposed model 

summarizes single topic from the article and this topic is 

further used to encapsulate whole topic of the given article. 

Clustering approach is used in this paper. The main 

contributions of this is to use citation summaries and network 

analysis techniques which produce a summary of a s ingle 

scientific academic paper is as structure for future 

summarization topic. In this paper dataset is build by 

extracting litt le clusters for AAN data. DP i.e. parsing 

dependencies, PBMT, Summ and QA are collected as a cluster 

ion this paper 

 

Q. Mei and C.Zhai [14] suggested language modeling 

methods to incorporate features such as authority and 

proximity to accurately estimate the impact language entity. 

Evaluation of impact summarizat ion testing is depending on 

ACMSIGIR papers. Impact-based summary is generated for 

the exp loitation of context of citations and real contents using 

language entity model.  

M. A. Whidby [15] represented issues arises with parsers and 

summarization systems on documents which contains citations 

in scientific rev iew. So lution for this is the fundamental and 

intermediate citations are implemented in this paper. 

Fundamental citations are replaced with refine text which 

includes unique individual identifier and then intermediate 

citations are removed. 

 

III. PROPOS ED SYS TEM 

Refer the arch itecture diagram of our system on next 

page. Our main aim is generate automatic PPT’s from input 

PDF. Figure.1 represents the scenario of our developed system. 

There three phases used to describe our system as follow: 
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FIGURE 1 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

Phase 1: For End user 

 

1. Login: User firstly login to the system. To get access for 

system user have to login for system by submitting his valid 

credentials. 

2. Upload PDF: After successful login, user can upload PDF 

document to generate slide of it.  

View slides: When system gets input PDF document from end 

user it process it to generate slide of it and display output PPT 

at user end. 

 

Phase 2: System Process 

 

1. Load PDF document: After getting PDF document as an 

input from user. System loads it into buffer or in temporary 

memory. 

2. Text Extraction: System uses PDFlib tool for the text 

extraction from given input PDF document. 

Word Preprocessing: Proposed stemmer and stopword 

algorithm is used to get original word format of extracted 

words. 

3. Calculation of Higher score: After, apply ing stopword and 

stemmer algorithm original form of the text is gain to the 

system furthermore; SVR model is used to calculate important 

score of sentences from input PDF. Higher score calculation 

keywords, phrases and sentences is used as key statements, 

important phrases for automatic slide generation. 

4. ILP Model: Whole processing result of SVR model is then 

used to create draft of slides which includes key statements, 

important phrases etc. 

5. Final slide generation: After utilizing SVR and     ILP 

model important content for the creation of slides i.e. key 

sentences, important phrases etc. is finalized and then 

Microsoft’s API will automatically generates slides. All 

important content gathered in previous phases is added in the 

output slide. 

 

Phase 3: For Admin 

 

In our system admin has responsibility to enrich towards the 

dataset required for automatic slide generation. It has features 

and pattern like PDF document, so that PPT can be generated 

automatically with respect   to input PDF document. 

1. Visit to URL: Admin login to the system first then, go to 

the URL where the system dataset is stored. This dataset 

contains the PDF and its relevant PPT slides. 

2. Dataset Downloading: Admin can download this dataset 

i.e. PDF document and relevant PPT’s. 

3. Text Extraction: To make analysis of PDF admin utilized 

PDFlib for ext racting text from PDF. ParCit is used to get 

physical structure of PDF paragraphs and sections. 

 

IV. ALGORITHMS  

 

 Stop word Algorithm 

This algorithm is used to remove stop words from the 

statement. Stop word dictionary contains the words like but, a, 

an, the, you, me special symbols etc. This algorithm will be 

stronger if we enrich the stop word dictionary. 

 

Input 

As per the system modules, extracted text from the PDF 

document is the input to the system. 

 

Output 

Stop word less data structure of statements. 
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Process 

Step 1: Load the dictionary having the stop words 

Step 2: Read extracted text. If it is NULL then exit else load it 

to the statement array 

Step 3: Remove the stop words from the statement 

Step 4: Create stop word less statement data structure 

 

Stemmer Algorithm 

Stemmer algorithm is used to convert the words in statements 

to their orig inal form.  

 

Input: Stop word less data structure 

 

Process 

Step 1: Get stop word less statements 

Step 2: Load the stemming rules and form the regular 

expression 

Step 3: Load the word dict ionary 

Step 4: Apply suffix stripping process 

Step 5: Convert the words into their orig inal format  

Step 6: Create data structure with stemmed statements 

 

Output 

Data structure with Stemmed word statements  

 

Support Vector Regression Model  

When content is normalized then its pattern is traces using 

ParsCit software. Th is pattern is matched with the pattern in 

ready corpus designed. Hence using the normalized content 

and corpus final content in slide is finalized. This finalization 

of slide content (sentences and phrases) requires SVR model 

application in which sentence importance assessment is done.  

 

Input 

Statement with its normalized form ach ieved after applying 

stemming and stop word algorithm. 

 

Output 

 Important Sentences data structure is created. 

 

Process 

Step 1: Based on the corpus, patterns are loaded 

Step 2: statement analysis is done and it is framed in particular 

pattern 

Step 3: Important sentences are traced 

Step 4: sentence score is calculated. 

Step 5: Candidate sentence is finalized based on score 

 

Integer Linear Programming  

After getting importance score, indiv idual sentence from PDF 

document with the help of SVR model, ILP is used to generate 

fine draft slides with content as key phrases and sentences. 

Slide format is such that key phrases are in bullet format and 

sentences relevant to the phrases are placed under the bullet 

points. Following is the object function and constraints of ILP 

model: 

 

Input 

 Key phrases and Key sentences 

 

Output 

Draft o f presentation slides with fetched content 

 

Process 

Step 1: Fo llowing is the object function and constraints of ILP 

model: 

Step 2: After finalizing the bigrams, key phrases and sentences 

number of slides are decided 

Step 3: Content is arranged in data structure 

Step 4: Microsoft API is used for slide generation fo r 

presentation. 

 

V. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

 

B = {Ip, Fn, Op}  

Where,  

B is system with fo llowing parameters  

Ip: User Input 

Fn: Function set 

Op: Expected Output of the system 

Here, 

Ip = {I1, I2} where, 

I1= PDF document 

I2= PDF slides 

Fn = {Up , ExT , Ste , Sto , Svr , ILP , SL , Gs , Vs} where  

 

Up = Upload Document  

ExT = Extract Text  Function 

Ste = Stemmer Function 

Sto = Stop Word Function 

Svr = SVR function to calculate Sentence Importance score 

ILP = ILP Function 

SL = Slide calculat ion function 

Gs = Slide Generat ion function 

Vs = View Slides 

Op = PPS 

PPS = Draft Slides for presentation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2 

FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCY 

 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RES ULTS 

We have developed a web application for user to get 

recommendation and review analysis. A system in build java- 

Jdk1.7. Apache software foundation is used for server side 

setup. Mysql 5.3 is used to store database. Core i3 machine 

with 4 gb ram is used for development and testing.  Eclipse IDE 

is used to test the system. 

 

 We have created the database of strictly IEEE papers. 

We performed testing on generated dataset of IEEE papers . To 

process PDF and to output PPT’s  we have implemented NLP 

techniques. In our system processing, proposed SVR model 

calculate important score of sentences from input PDF. Higher 

score calculation keywords, phrases and sentences is used as 

key statements, important phrases for automatic slide 

generation. Whereas ILP model is used to identify key phrases, 

key statements etc and draft them into slides. We have 

implemented Stemmer and stopword algorithm for the 

extraction of texts . Text  extract ion process is required to get 
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original keywords. PDFlib is utilized for text extraction. ParCit 

tool is used for analysis of paragraph structure. 

  

 All this content i.e. important sentences, key phrases, 

images, etc from IEEE papers are drafted into slides and then it 

can be used by user for final p resentation. 

 

 As part of our contribution we have extracted text as 

well as images from IEEE papers and depicted them into final 

slides. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.1 

RESULT SCREEN (SLIDE 1) 

 

 
FIGURE 3.2 

RESULT SCREEN (SLIDE 2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Result Screen (slide2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.3 

RESULT SCREEN (SLIDE 3) 

 

 
 

FIGURE 3.4 

RESULT SCREEN (SLIDE 4) 

 

Figure 3.4: Result Screen (slide4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.5 

RESULT SCREEN (SLIDE 5) 

 

VII. CONCLUS ION 

In this paper, we discussed about the best solution for 

automatic slide generation. In our system, system helps new 

user to create basic draft slides having its relevant contents. 

Our system generates PPT’s from given input PDF by 

extracting words. Utilizing SVR model important statement 

from input PDF is collected; ILP model is used for processing 

and to align key phrases and sentences and finally Microsoft 

API is used to generate the slides. Finally this content is 

drafted into slide to depict it into final presentation slides. Our 

proposed approach considers text part of the PDF document 

and slides are generated in which title and its respective 

content arranged under title. 
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